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motor vehicle was
reported in Parking Lot
11.
May 4: A theft was
reported in the Nutter
Center.
MOTOR VEHICLE
THEFT
May 2: A motor vehicle

was stolen from Parking Lot 20.
OFFENSES OF PUBLIC
PEACE
May 1: An incident of
telephone harassment
was reported in Jacob
Hall.
May 4: An incident of
disorderly conduct was
reported in Maple Hall.

Suit Yourself Consignment Boutique
20-50% off Sa/el~~
Hours:
Tues.-fri. 11 am- 6 pm
Sat. 11 am- 4 pm

11 N. ffiightAve. Downtown Fairborn

878-9444

El 5 7A Student Union.
• Jewish Student Union
meeting at 7:30 p.m. in
El 56A Student Union.
• Baptist Collegiate
Ministries Bible study
at noon in 108 Fawcett
Hall.

Wednesday, May 24

• MSA prayers at 2
p.m. in W02 5 Student
Union.
· Campus Crusade for
Christ prayer at 9:15
p.m. in Rike Lounge.
· Lambda Union meeting at 7 p.m. Call 7755565 for the meeting
place.
· Study of Hebrews in
W02 5 Student Union at
noon, sponsored by
Life and Truth.
· NPHC meeting at 4
p.m. in El57A Student
Union.
• Baptist Collegiate
Ministries Bible Study
at noon in Forest Lane
Community Center.
Lunch provided.
• Vision Mentoring
Program End-of-Year
Banquet in Nutter
Center Berry Room.
Call BJ Missick at 775583 7 for more information.
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due by 5 p.m. on
the Friday
preceding
publication.
Da,non's
Great opportunity to
Earn Extra Money for
Summer Break!!!
Servers needed both day
and night shift. Flexible
schedules. Insurance
benefits available. Join a
winning team!

Apply in Person:
Damon's Fairborn
800 N. Broad
Fairborn, Ohio 45324
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By Kather ne LGutwein
News Editor
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Is wsu flushing money down the crapper?

operate under approxiand put it into three
mately $11.2 million," said
priorities. First we took
Papay.
care of all the classroom
One student concern
space, then the general
The use of university
was that University Hall
student areas and student
funds is a topic some
offices were being furnished lounges, and then we took
students worry about, and
care of the common or
many wonder if Wright State to the detriment of student
open spaces of the buildis using its budget in appro- classrooms and spaces, but
Papay says that is not the
ing," said Papay.
priate ways.
case.
"I think there may have
The debate over how
"No individual offices
been about $350,000 spent
WSU spends its money has
were furnished through
on media and technology
been discussed by many
state funds, that comes
and about $250,000 on
students since University
from each office however
classrooms. It could be
Hall was completed and
they
can
come
up
with
the
higher
though. We spent
opened for use.
money.
A
lot
of
furniture
quite
a
bit on the nursing
Some wonder how much
was
just
relocated
from
the
labs
so
it may have been
it cost to build, where the
old
offices.
We
did
repaintmore
like
$300,000 on
money came from to build
ing
and
things
like
that
to
classrooms,"
said Michael The classrooms in University Hall, such as this
it, and some wonder if it
Schulze, university planreally is an academic hall as update how it looked, but
nursing laboratory, are said to have cost about $250,000.
state funding wasn't used to ner.
opposed to being focused
buy new furniture or equipPapay says Schulze's
numbers are so hard to
for us to purchase anything
on the administration.
ment for offices, the money figures sound reasonable
track. Even with new ways
that would be extravagant.
"The University Hall
for that just isn't there,"
and fairly accurate, but
of keeping information,
The state has to approve
project cost about $15.3
said Papay.
states that, due to problems classrooms versus other
everything and wouldn't let
million to complete, and it
Spending on furnishin recording the actual
space is hard to distinus get away with something
was all funded by the State
ings,
guish," said
like that. They have set
of Ohio. That includes
according
Papay.
limits on what can be spent
design fees, architectural
"I was under some pressure to make sure the
He states the on different types of furniplans, engineering costs, the to the
University
information
is ture, so we can't make huge
furnishing of classrooms,
building was finished on schedule, and we didn't
Hall
difficult to
purchases," said Papay.
telecommunications, everyreally look at the figures from the interior
Project
come by due
He says that everything
thing," said Dan Papay,
Budget,
to
the
fact
that
WSU
does with state funds
assistant director of Plandesigner as to what was spent in each area."
totaled
a
universitygoes through the Ohio
ning-Engineering and
-Dan Papay, assistant director of Planning-Engineering
$1.1
hired interior
Controlling Board, a group
Construction and project
designer takes made up of state senators
and Construction and project manager
manager for University Hall. million
and
was
care of finding and various others that
Every two years the
for University Hall
used for
what the
inspect all spending to
state reviews funds for
"Moveable
building will
insure it follows regulations.
higher education and then
need inside of it.
"They go through
allocates each school money Equipment," the designation spending, they couldn't be
for furniture and equip"We tell them how much everything and decide
confirmed.
for construction projects.
"I'd like to have a better money they have to work
whether or not it is ap"Everything we do as far ment.
Papay estimates that
breakdown, but we just
with, and they order what
proved. It's a way the state
as building projects deabout 70 percent of that
don't have that. I'm not
we will need. We really don't keeps schools in check for
pends on money from the
trying to be difficult, but I
have anything to do with
how they spend their
state bill. For instance, I just went to furnish the classroom and other general
don't have the information
how things are furnished;
allotted funds," said Papay.
got the figures for what we
unfortunately," said Papay.
we deal with the actual
He also states that the
have to work on Millett Hall. areas of the building, and
about 30 percent went to
"Part of the problem is
construction and the genuniversity buys what they
and those renovations will
media and
that we don't have things
eral cost," said Papay.
need at discounted prices.
technical
broken down by where it
"I was under some
"Almost everything is
equipment.
was in the building. I'm sure pressure to make sure the
through the Inter-University
"I don't
that somewhere we could
building was finished on
Council, a council of all the
• have a list
get what was purchased
schedule, and we didn't
schools in the state. The IUC
for indireally look at the figures
from each vendor, but that
has a contract which is an
vidual line
wouldn't tell you what room from the interior designer
agreement between thouitems on
as to what was spent in
it was for, if it was a classsands of vendors for special
that project. room or a common area,"
each area. We concentrated
rates on things for educaWe spent
said Papay.
on the structure getting up
tion institutions. We go
about
Exact figures that more
and the actual constructhrough them as sort of
$700,000 on precisely show how much
tion," said Papay.
another checks and baloutfitting
was spent on primarily
Some say that this lack
ances option. It keeps us
the rooms
student areas versus the
of oversight in the cost of
from paying list price for
and about
WSU staff conference rooms furnishings led to more
things and therefore saves
$300,000 on and other open spaces were
than necessary being spent
money," said Papay.
audio/visual not kept as part of the
on the administrative areas,
So, are funds being
materials,"
budget report and are not
but again Papay says this is
spent properly? Papay
said Papay.
readily available, according
not really a possible situaseems to think it would be
"We
to Papay.
tion.
impossible to do otherwise,
took the
"Since the project, we
"This is somewhat
but due to the lack of
spending on have started to become
speculative, but I honestly
information kept on hand,
University Hall cost about $15.3 million.
furnishings more detailed since the
. don't think there is a way
it's hard to know for sure.
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News
Faculty passes final add/drop policy

Benson
By Le
Anistant ws Editor

After two years of
developing a final policy
statement, Faculty Senate
passed a revised version of
the attendance and drop
policy for students.
"Under the current
policy, a student is able
to register up to the end
of the first week of class,"
said James Sayer, chair
and professor of communication.
According to David
Barr, faculty president
and professor of religion,
the Wright State attendance and drop policy
was revised due to two ongoing problems.
"[The problems include]
closed classes and classes
where there would be
significant disruption to
add students after the first
class. For classes with a
\\aiting list, [the new

policies and penalties for
students who miss classes.
Penalties may include
lowering a grade or failing
a student if he/she is
absent more than the
instructor permits.
"[The attendance and
drop
policy]
will
create a
miss
to
"It's not sensible to allow students
new
the first 10 percent of a class by missing the
category
of
first week. We need to realize that the
classes
quarter is 10, not nine weeks long."
labeled
'Instruc-Dr. James Sayer, chair, department of communication
tor
permission
classes
after
required
growing
the
by
troubled
to attend classes during
begin.' The new policy only
phenomenon of students
the first few weeks of
affects these classes, and
and
classes
for
registering
school, they prevent indithere will be only a few of
said
up,"
showing
not
viduals on waiting lists
said Barr.
them,"
Sayer.
from entering closed
Barr and Sayer
Both
Under the attendance
classes.
students will
that
believe
and drop policy, instruc"It's not sensible to
new policy.
the
welcome
tors will be able to estaballow students to miss the
"Since the policy is
lish individual attendance
first 10 percent of a class

designed to help students
get into closed classes and
to prevent the disruption
of late-comes, I expect
most students to react
positively to it," said Barr.
"This is something
we've needed to do for a
long time to accommodate
students who get shut out
of classes because of
others who do not show
up. It's more of a student
friendly system," said
Sayer.
"This is a small step
forward toward making our
limited learning time
productive for both faculty
and students," said Barr.
Faculty Senate plans to
implement the new attendance and drop policy in
the winter of 2001.
A copy of the new
attendance and drop policy
can be found in the Faculty
Senate minutes at http://
www.wright.edu/academics/senatesmi n011000.htm .

Union, the
current SG
office and
SG
future
"We
and
Senate
want comCabinet
munication
Office.
between
Remodstudent
will
eling
organizatake
also
tions to
place in
improve.
W045A
This will
Student
give them a
Union, the
place to call
student
home," said
organizaMichael
tion com"MJ" Jackputer lab
son, SG
that will
chief of
the
become
staff and
Student Government recently passed a proposal to renovate
House
SG
presidentthe student organization and leadership spaces in the
of Repreelect of SG
Student Union.
sentatives
for the
and
Office,
2000-2001
Union,
Student
W043
in
companies to renovate the
academic year.
the SG Organization al
we chose the best
area,
different
four
had
"We
Representativ e Office.
architects look at the back one," aid Jackson.
"Our computer lab is
SG
the
to
ccording
area by the Office of
to be turned into an
going
will
ations
reno
proposal,
Student Life. Out of three
with better computoffice
Student
W024
in
made
be
proposals from different

ers. We'll add a fax machine, paper rolls, markers and anything else that
a club would need," said
Jackson.
Furnishings, new
computers, printers and
CaTS line charges bring
the grand total for the
renovations to
$34,351.59.
"We received funding
from various people for
this project, it was a
collaboration between SG,
the Office of the Provost
and Student Affairs," said
Jackson.
Renovations should be
finished by the beginning
of fall quarter.
The Student Government House of Representatives will also decide
which student organizations will be able to use
the newly renovated
office spaces at that time.
For more information,
contact SG at 775-5 508.

policy] will allow professors to replace students
who do not come to the
first week's classes with
students [who are] waiting
to get into the class," said
Barr.
When students opt not

by missing the first week.
We need to realize that the
quarter is 10, not nine
weeks long.... Students
must be registered by the
beginning of the quarter,"
said Sayer.
"Faculty Senate was

Proposal allows renovation of office space

By

B

Assistant e IE itor

In order to provide
next year's student leaders with the proper resources to run their
organization s, Student
Government (SG) passed a
proposal to renovate the
student organization and
leadership spaces in the
Student Union.
With over 180 student
organization s at Wright
State, their representativ e
body, the Inter-Club
Council, is responsible for
allocating office cubicles
to student organization s.
According to the SG
proposal, in order to
maximize the utilization
of available office space,
renovations will be made
to increase the current
number of office spaces
to hold 20 on-campus
student groups.
It currently provides
.Jl '.:JJH

for only
eight organizations.
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Tutoring will be
offered in summer
By Bloni Kidd
Staff Writer

Beginning this year,
tutoring services will be
offered to students taking
classes during the summer
quarter.
In the past, tutoring
has not been offered in the
summer, but because of
funding made possible by
Dr. Lillie Howard, dean of
University College, the
program has been officially
established.
Tutoring Services is a
part of University College
and its success during the
regular academic year has
allowed it to be extended
to a year-round service.
"As long as tutors are
found, assistance will be
provided in all courses
with the exception of Math
102 and English 101/102,"
says David Hurwitz, coordinator of tutoring and
study skills.
The program will run
the same as the current
tutoring structure.
Freshmen may receive
one hour of help per week
per course with no
charges.

BOXES!

For each additional
hour more, and for Graduate course tutoring, $ 5 will
be charged and can be paid
to the Bursar.
The only difference will
be the sign-up location.
Currently, it is in 040 Rike,
but for the summer, all
sign-ups will be done in
University College in 180
University Hall.
The program is seeking
people to work as part of
this new summer option.
Anyone interested in being
a tutor should have completed at least one quarter
at WSU and have a 2.8 GPA.
An applicant should
also have and A or B in the
class they wish to tutor as
well as good communication skills.
Some courses, such as
foreign languages, require
departmental approval.
One tutor training workshop is mandatory.
Students can sign up
by going to the Department of Developmental
Education office located in
180 University Hall, or call
775-5770.

Scheduling will begin
on June 12.

BOXES!

BOXES! BOXES!

Bookstore gets lacelilt
Wednesday, May 17, 2000

for the construction
There may also be times
when the bookstore will have
to dose suddenly, but
The Wright
these times will be
State University
posted.
on-campus
"At this point, the bookbookstore is
is pretty much still
store
currently being
f
in
a
big
transition Half of
remodeled with
'! the store is painted ..
new carpet,
j .we're looking at at least
fixtures, tile and
c: two more weeks," said
merchandise to
Waggoner.
replace the old
~ Graduation materials will
and give the
I still be available, and the
bookstore a
f: schedule for book
fresh look
buyback for spring
Construction Wright State's bookstore is being remodeled.
materials and text sales
began May 9,
Construction is expected to last until May 30.
for fall quarter will not be
and will continue
During the instillation
affected.
through May 30.
Any questions should be
time, the bookstore will stay
"There will be location
directed toward Mike Rogers,
changes such as the registers open during the week and
director of the WSU Bookwill provide full service, but
being moved more toward
store, at 775-5600.
the front, but there really will will be dosed on Saturdays
not be any new changes," said
Wes Waggoner, customer
service representative.

By Nicole Eiland
Staff Writer

J

SG pushes option lor wearing

honor cords at commencement

By BloniKidd

Staff writer

A proposal has been
made by Wright State
University Student Government to offer the
option of wearing an
honors cord at com-

BOXES! BOXES!

. . .. .. .

Public Storage

GOING HOME FOR THE SUMMER?
PUTTING YOUR STUFF IN STORAGE?
RELOCATING AFTER GRADUATION?

'

,

-

Dayton, OH 45415
937-233-2492

WE HAVE STUDENT STORAGE PAKS:

5 SMALL BOXES
3 MEDIUM BOXES
2 LARGE BOXES
2 LARGE ROLLS OF TAPE

*TRUCK RENTALS:

$39.99 (SAVINGS OF 21 %)

$29.95 SPECIAL RATE
1/2 DAY RENTALS/ FREE MILEAGE

*STUDENT SPECIAL:

3 MONTHS OF STORAGE (6X6)
1 STUDENT STORAGE PAK
1 HEAVY DUTY LOCK
ALL FOR $99 (PLUS TAX)
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*FREE DELIVERY ON BOXES
AND PACKING SUPPLIES
ORDERS OF $50 OR MORE.
(WITHIN 16 MILE RADIUS)

**WE ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS**

mencement to recognize
graduates of honors
organizations.
The proposal to the
WSU Commencement
Committee focuses on
recognizing students of
organizations with strong
academic backgrounds.
Traditionally, the only
honors students recognized were those in the
WSU honors program or
those who hold university
academic letters.
Those who oppose the
proposal argue that
commencement ceremonies and apparel are not
being taken as seriously
as they should be.
While they believe that
a graduation is for the
parents and the university
itself, students think
otherwise.
The students pushing
for the proposal believe
that a graduation should
be held so that students
can remember their
accomplishments over
their college years.
They feel that becoming involved in other
things is as equally important as getting high
grades,
"If students are not

properly honored, there is
not much left for any type
of alumni bond," says Liz
Conzo, president of
Student Government (SG).
As someone who is graduating with honors this
summer, Conzo says, "SG
believes that commencement ceremonies should
be held for students as
well as the university and
parents."
This is not the first
time that the issue has
come up and Conzo feels
the proposal will soon be
adopted.
There are over 15 0
student organizations at
Wright State that could
benefit as a result of
accepting the proposal.
Golden Key National
Honor Society and the
Order of Omega fraternity
are examples of organizations that warrant recognition because their
members are chosen
largely based on academic
quality.
The Commencement
Committee is a university
committee composed of
both faculty and staff
members to address
issues facing commencement.
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Opinion

Are student SSNs really secure?
Wright State leaves itself wide open for SSN misuse
Do you wonder what happens when you give out
your Social Security number in public? Do you
mumble it under your breath with an eye over your
shoulder as you stand in front of the counter at the
registrar or bursar's window?
You're not alone. It used to be that only conspiracy theorists worried that the CIA was listening,
that the FBI was accessing their most personal
information or that the NSA was tracking their credit
card purchases.
But digging for information these days is no
longer a secret method used by agencies with acronyms.
Telemarketers know when to
reach us at home to offer us new
vinyl sash windows or long
distance rates. Nine-year-olds
receive offers for platinum credit
cards in the mail.
Why is our most personal
information working its way into
the hands of hundreds of organizations? Because of the increase
in the use of electronic data.
Our personal, financial and
health information is stored in
complicated electronic architectures within corporations, the
government and private entities.
Social Security numbers are sold
by information brokerage firms-companies sitting
on mounds of electronic data-along with other
personal information like addresses, real estate
records and court proceedings. The information is
mined from public documents and records.
But the infiltrators who use less legal methods of
tapping our information pose the greatest threat to
our privacy. They are the information pirates who
hack into databases and information systems, set up
cameras to record our ATM passwords and develop
programs to collect credit card numbers as we
purchase books over the internet.
Once armed with a tiny bit of identifying information such as a Social Security number, an individual or organization can access financial records
or medical information to borrow your identity to
obtain credit cards or make purchases.
The Social Security administration reported that
last year more than 62,000 calls were made to its
fraud hotline to claim misuse of Social Security
numbers. Fraud increased 175 percent between 1998
and 1999.
Think of the number of places your Social Security number appears: on your file at the doctor's
office (shared with insurance companies and third
parties like medical billing services), at the bank on
your checking accounts or IRA, at work with all of
your employment information (retirement accounts,
federal taxes, expense reports, benefits), within
credit card accounts, on driver's licenses and in our
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY RECORDS.
ij~J~J"Y o f ou S cial Security numbers at

this university?
Faculty members see Social Security numbers on their
registration lists. When reporting grades, they attach
them to our social security numbers. The number is
attached to Wright One cards to track our meal plan
spending and library usage. Student workers within
departmental offices see Social Security numbers in daily
clerical work.
Any paperwork that shows a student SSN is required
by university policy to be shredded. But do the hundreds
of class lists and various reports distributed to faculty all
find their way to the shredder? Or does an absent-minded
professor occasionally toss a sensitive document in the
trash can out of force of habit? Any
number of people could copy student
SSNs and sell them or use them personally-faculty, student workers, administrators.
Think it couldn't happen here? A few
years ago a credit card fraud scheme
occurred when student SSNs were
posted in the Allyn Hall lounge next to
student names.
As with other institutions around
the country, the Social Security number
is the closest thing we have at this
school as a unique identifier. But it is
being overused by organizations as the
easiest method to track individuals. This
abuse is a threat to our privacy.
Protecting individuals' right to privacy has come to
the political forefront in the face of these technological
developments.
Apparently the concern has intensified so much that
Congress is addressing ways of protecting individuals
from fraud. The House of Representatives' Way and
Means Subcommittee on Social Security is drafting legislation as this paper goes to print to limit the use of Social
Security numbers by unnecessary parties.
Wright State needs to consider what "unnecessary
parties" currently have access to student Social Security
numbers and take steps to tighten security. The university keeps records electronically and is just as prone to
abuse as private organizations.
Just as proposed healthcare legislation suggests
establishing a national patient identifier other than the
Social Security number for tracking individual's medical
records from cradle to grave, Wright State could create a
unique identifier for each individual student to track
grades, meal plans, registration for classes-anywhere
information is recorded. The key to the lock-the electronic database matching the unique student code to
Social Security numbers-would only be accessible by
offices dealing with the federal goverment-the Office of
Financial Aid (for tracking federal loans and other assistance) and the student employment office (for siphoning
off student-employee wages for federal taxes).
The current system using student Social Security
numbers leaves the university wide open for abuse. The
university needs to protect its students NOW, before we
all find ourselves thousands of dollars in debt after the
theft of our identities.
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Fraternity T-shirts offensiVe, demeaning

I am enraged! In fact, I
don't think I have ever felt
so much anger in a very
long time.
On May 10, I took my
class over to the medical
school auditorium to hear
the speaker on sexual
assault awareness tell her
story about the rape and
subsequent suicide of her
daughter.
The presentation was
gut wrenching yet refreshing. The speaker displayed
a tremendous amount of
respect, compassion and
concern for both women
and men. She was kind and
gentle toward the man who
raped her daughter and her
daughter's former boyfriend who ended their
relationship after she told
him of being raped.
About three-quarters
through the presentation, I

noticed a motto on the
back of the t-shirts of a
couple of members of Phi
Kappa Tau fraternity that
read: "Phi Tau Meat, The
biggest, thickest, most
fulfilling meat you will ever
put in you."
I could not believe my
eyes. I rubbed my eyes and
read it again. It still said
the same thing. So I rubbed
my eyes again and read it a
third time. I read it correctly the first time. No
mistake here.
Now I understand that
this particular fraternity
does sell sausage, and I can
also understand it wanting
to tout their sausage as a
way of raising money. The
message would have been
much clearer, much
cheaper and more effective
if it had simply said, "The
best sausage you've ever

eaten," or something
similar.
Unfortunately, that is
not what the slogan conveyed. Rather, it comes
across as a blatant double
entendre with an intentional explicit sexual
connotation meant to
shock and demean. That it
does all too well.
What was even more
disturbing was that the
men wearing the shirts
seemed so insensitive to
the context of the presentation. Wearing such a T-shirt
in that situation can only
be construed as a malicious, intentional act to
publicly belittle the speech,
the speaker, her daughter's
death, women in general
and the issue of sexual
assault itself.
Where was this
fraternity's advisor? Where

a strong stance and put an
was the Panhellenic Counend to this kind of insensicil? Where was (the Office
tive and infantile behavior.
of) Student Life? I am sure
In closing, this whole
this is not the first time
obscene gesture may come
those shirts have been
home to haunt the brothers
worn in public. However,
of Phi Kappa Tau because it
given the circumstances,
only underscores the need
this incident cannot be
for more intense and
tolerated as "boys will be
frequent programming
boys" and be dismissed
with a smirk and a shake of about the ongoing treatthe head. It must be treated ment of women as sex
objects to which the men
forcefully and swiftly.
of fraternity would
The Phi Kappa Tau
be mandated to
fraternity's
attend.
national
organization
Norma
must be
Wilcox,
of
informed
Assistant
the episode.
Professor of
I have every
Sociology
confidence
the university will take

·Love earth, love each other T-shirts banned

I was on my way to
work the other day when I
happened to read "Kent
State: 30 years later" (May
3). Putting that edition of
The Guardian down, I
looked out the window
and gazed at the downtown traffic. Rushing,
rushing, rushing-we
rarely take the time to
enjoy the life we have or
care about things beyond
our own personal gain
and misfortune.
The 60s and ?Os were
an amazing era... People
cared and had passion. It
was a time when people
fought for themselves and
others like them. It was a
time when many saw that
we as people aren't really
that different as a whole.
It was a time of love in the
.._midst
of a war-love for

our fellow man, love for
the earth.
Today we busy ourselves with screaming
obscenities at passing
drivers. We worry how this
paycheck will pay for this
or that. We eat and drink
too much and sleep too
little. I am guilty of all
these things as well. But I
have had an affirmation of
sorts.
Now that spring is
upon us, take advantage of
the warm sun. Take your
shoes off and walk barefoot through the grass.
Take a nap under a tree, go
on a picnic, take a deep
breath of the gentle breeze,
play in the rain or wade
into a stream and feel the
strength of its current. The
earth provides so much
energy-energy that can't

be seen, only felt.
Some of you reading
may think I am a treehugger, and you can go
right ahead. But how can
we hug our fellow man if
we can't extend our arms
to the trunk of a tree?
What I am saying is
this: We have forgotten
what the generation before
us knew. Once you come
to appreciate the earth and
all it has to offer us, you
can appreciate those who
walk upon it.
When we can appreciate each other as people,
not as men, women, poor,
rich, black or white but as
human beings, we can
come together and "WE
SHALL OVERCOME."

________________________________.....
~' t •

Katrina Buckley
· Senior, Soc(qlogy

Throughout the 25
years that the Delta Nu
chapter of Phi Kappa Tau
has been on Wright State's
campus, our chapter has
had a tradition of printing
original T-shirts. Some of
these T-shirts' content has
come into question in the
past week: our 2000 "Wake
and May Daze" shirts to be
exact.
Some of our brothers
wore these shirts to the
presentation on sexual
assault given by Andrea
Cooper on May 10. Though
it was not our intention to
offend anyone, it has
become known that, in fact,
we have.
Our tradition of making
shirts has gone too far.
These T-shirts were printed
with a lack of awareness of
offensiveness. For that we
apologize. It was never the
intent for us to show up

for the point of offendillg
or disrespecting the sensitive nature of the topic of
Kristen's story.
As an internal change,
six of our shirts have been
banned from being worn,
not only at Wright State,
but in the community as
well.
We at Phi Kappa Tau
want nothing more than to
provide the community
with a positive image of
our fraternity and Greek
(organizations) in general.
Again, we send our
most sincere apologies, and
please be assured that we
are taking steps within our
chapter to correct and
prevent any future incidents.
Geoffrey M. Frick
Junior, Communication
"d.uu o,t.£bi Kap.pa.Tau.J
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By Ch rja , tLenzy

Spo ght Edtor

Mhey've
Wbeen
through
two member
changes,
unsupportive
faculty and a
small hometown fan base.
Yet they keep
on truckin.'
Why? They
simply have a
missionspreading the
artistry of A
Cappella music
to the masses.
Fourth
Avenue formed
at WSU some 7
1/2 years ago in
the concert halls
of the Creative
Clockwise from left: Scott Dawson (Baritone),
Arts Center
G3@) Q!J wc.-·ifXJ ~-W,(§ [f Qa@ Ryan_ Holway_ (Tenor), Jim Brown (Bass),.
(CAC).
· Maurice Harns (Tenor and Vocal Percussion),
,!\,.
·-· ..... --··· u.. . ... ... . . . . .
.•The group
and Matt Cunningham {Tenor).
~;(l;r'~r-.f-7
~
~
~
',;J
~
\
decided they
escape.
wanted to
What
expand their musical style According to the group
change.
makes
and formed the group that
Now the group was
the majority of the Music
would give them that
back to four. A nation-wide Fourth
Department never got
Avenue
search began to find the
avenue.
behind the group until
missing link.
unique isn't
With the group the
after they found a way to
Member Matt
just their
guys hoped to deverge
market the group as an
Cunningham was the man
from the normal classical
musical skill,
WSU success.
who stepped up in the
pieces they had been
its their
"All those events are
position and has made a
performing in the choirs.
in the past, but so far the
dedication
unique addition to Fourth
Over the years the
individuals of the Music
and determiAvenue.
group gained momentum
Department of the
nation.
"What Matt didn't bring "We've been
and success. Soon, Fourth
present, Dr. Tipps, Dr.
in flashyness as far
us
to
to
Avenue began winning
seem
Warrick, have
to hell and
singer he made
local
and
solo
a
as
awards
numerous
back, and we
change the past," said
up for in committment to
recognition.
can still
Harris.
the group's goals as a
work toBut before the success,
Once the smoke
whole," said Harris.
gether," said
came adversity. According
cleared from one bad
Even through all the
Cunnningham.
to group members when
situation, and new fire
struggle and lack of supWith true
was lit.
Fourth Avenue was in the
port, one fact has reartistry, true
Original band member
beginning stages, they
mained constant, these
skill and real
Chris Steward decided to
practiced in rooms in the
men can sing.
talent, it's
CAC. Later they were given leave the group in persuit
With vocal harmanies
easy to see
of an operatic perfora letter which stated their
comparable only to groups why this A
mance major at the
previlages were revolked.
like Take 6 and Boyz II
Cappella
"The Music Department University of Akron.
Men, its obvious from the
group is
Steward was replaced
as a whole didn't care to
first chord to the last note, headed in
with a new member, who
support us unless it was
audiences will surely be in
later left the group after
the right
benefiting them," s id
Maurie Harris.
..!l:f~.w·t m ct~ Q. career ,v"·•••,t,..-t':t'•f·•o•r..,, a one-of-a-kind musical direction.

.•. ~·~ ....

~~········

•

How to find
Fourth Avenue:
May 22
Bellbrook
High School
Auditorium
7:30 pm
$7 General
Admission
$5 for Muse
Machine
Members.
Call (937) 8483737
ext. 101 to
reserve tickets.
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Commentary by
Alf Butler
Staff Writer

With Metallica suing
Napster, and mp3.com
removing songs on their
site due to the recent
copyright infringement
decision, it's time for the
musicians to look at what
they're doing.
There's a huge market
for Mp3s on the Internet,
and by limiting access to
them, future buyers are
discouraged. If used
properly, Mp3s can be a
great marketing tool.
Many of us have taped
songs off the radio. Then,

we could listen to them all
the time. Just because we
had heard it before didn't
mean we wouldn't still go
out and buy the album.
This is the same concept with Mp3s. CD prices
are expensive, especially to
the most loyal of fans.
Now, instead of tapes, fans
have Mp3s. However, just
like before, if the music is
good enough, the fans are
still going to buy it.
In fact, Metallica
doesn't have a problem
with this. The lawsuit only
mentions tracks from
albums, nothing bootlegged from concerts. Isn't
this hypocritical? They
discourage one kind.of
copyright infringement,

but the other is okay?
Other bands like Llmp
Bizket and Cypress Hill
are actually embracing
their Mp3 fans with a free
concert tour sponsored
by Napster.
Mp3s aren't inherently evil. I understand
why Metallica doesn't
want to have tracks
released, especially when
they're unfinished, like
their new track "I
Dissappear."
Even Smashing
Pumkins' latest CD was
availiable on the Internet
a month before the album
was out.
But, I still bought it.
Only I knew exactly what
tracks to listen to first.

Free stuff and chuckles

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

How about some
Free Stuff?
The Student Athlete
Advisory Committee
(SAAC) and Union
Activities Board (UAB)
are doing just that at
noon on Wednesday
May 24 th•
Maybe you will win a
basketball T-shirt from
head coach Ed Schilling
or some golf balls from
head coach Fred
Jefferson.
All you have to do
is answer one of a
variety of questions
ranging from WSU
s orts to colle es within

the university.
''rm really excited
because it is the first
opportunity for athletes
and students at WSU to
interact, and I hope there
is a good turn out to
make it a success," said
SAAC member Kristen
Bucher.
The event will feature
comedian Joe BardettiJ
who has performed over
1,000 shows across the
United States.
Bardetti was a regional finalist in both the
1998 and 1999 HBO
Aspen Comedy Arts
festivals.
"There has never been
a function like this, and

we are looking forward
to a good time," said
SAAC president Brian
Syska.
"It should be a
great step toward unity
between all students at
WSU/' concluded SMC
member Mike Brush.
The show will be
held in Student Union
Atrium.
For more information on the event
contact Union Activites
Board at 775-5500, or
contact Student Athlete
Advisory Committe at
the Athletic
Deaprtment office
number at 775-2771.

Wright State Junior Charlene Montrose was crowned the
new Miss Black Wright State Thursday night. Montrose
reigns as the new Queen after the pagaentwent on a two
year hiatis. Currently Montrose is studying psychology.

WSU steps up to the mic
By Laslie Benson
Assttant News Editor

Adrienne Cassel, Wright
State English Lecturer and
award winning poet, will host
an open mic poetry reading
along with poetry students
from her ENG 302-01 class.
"Our poetry readings have
been successful in the past.
Several of my students from
past classes come to the
current readings just to have a
chance to read again and

NEED M6 NEY FOR COLLEGE??

Local Abrasives Manufacturing Company now accepting
appllcadons for:

1st or 2nd SHIFT/ FULL or PART TIME
FLEXIBLE HOURSI Great for school schedule.

• First Year Pay: $7.00-$8.00/ hr
• On-the-job Vocational Trainin1

Full Time Bea~lits /adude...
• Medical Insurance
• 401 (k) and Pro.,it Sharinr

• Paid Vacation and HoUdays
• Chlldare Assistance Program
• Flexible Spending Benefit for Healthcare
• Uniform Service

look.Ins for positive, team-oriented people for a variety
of positions in our state-of•the•art fadlity.
Apply In penon at: Ali Industries, Inc.
611 Yellow Sprln1s-Fairfield Road, Falrbom
(Just off 1•675 at die State Route 2J5 Exit)
AD Ind~ Is a dni, Ir 11110b lfH t,dllty.

Foot Scree ning
May 25th in
Fredr ick White Health
Build ing
775-2552

be:ause they enjoy them,"
smct Cassel.
Cassel's students taught
poetry workshops throughout the community this
quarter. Workshop participants are also invited to
attend the reading.
Cassel hopes other WSU
students will attend the
reading as well.
"People should come to
the reading because as
Audre Lorde says, 'Poetry is
not a luxury .... It is through
poetry that we give name to
those ideas which are until the poem - nameless
and formless, about to be
birthed but already
felt,"'said Cassell
The reading will be held
on May 21 from 3-5 p.m. in
the SU Upper Hearth
Lounge. All are welcome to
attend, and free food and
ins iration will be rovided.

TATTOO S

~~~~!

-INS
767-7144
BODY PIERCING AN-

115 GLEN ST. YELLOW
SPRINGS
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Wright State softball team takes third in tourney

By Justin Ross
Staff Writer

After wrapping up a
second-place conference
finish in the regular season, the Wright State
softball team competed in
the MCC tournament last
weekend.
The Raiders (36-20)
ended their season in the
consolation bracket against
the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, trying to
earn a rematch against
nationally-ranked UIC in
the championship game.
The Raiders dropped
the match 3-2, and Green
Bay went lose to UIC, 4-0 in
the championship game on
Sunday.
The Raiders made
comeback efforts in the
bottom of the seventh,
scoring senior Frannie
Divac from third base off
of junior Maria Barhorst's
single to second base.
However, it was too

Sophomore Amber
little, too late for the
was two-for-three
Kolle
couldn't
they
as
Raiders
solo home run in the
a
with
make up for a disaster
of the sixth over
for
bottom
three-run third inning
the left field fence.
UWGB.
Kolle also knocked in
Sophomore shortstop
an RBI to tie the game in
Julia Tamai was two-forthe fourth inning when she
three with one run, while
hit in freshman Jessica
Barhorst was one-for-three
Horn.
with an RBI. Frannie Divac
Bultnick pitched the
was one-for-three with a
complete game and picked
run.
up the win, giving up only
The Raiders opened up
five hits while striking out
the tournament by beating
four.
Detroit in a 1-0 game,
The Raiders remained
which advanced them to
unable to top the UIC
face third-seeded Loyola.
powerhouse in the semi~
Junior Kim Sycks
finals. UIC's Samantha Iuli
picked up the win with
threw a shutout game
eight strikeouts against
the Raiders, as she
against
freshman
and
Detroit,
give up a run in the
not
did
Kristen Bultnick came in
tournament,
three-day
the last inning to pick up
earning her MVP for the
the save.
tournament.
Wright State continued
Annie Divac ended the
to move through the
bracket as they knocked off season with the team's and
the MCC's highest batting
Loyola, a team they split a
average of .349, and highdoubleheader with the
est slugging percentage of
weekend prior to the
tournament, in a 3-1 game. .544, while collecting a

team leading 5 2 hits.
Sycks led the
team in RBIs with 29
and with home runs
(seven). Sycks also
had a 2.09 ERA and a
18-9 record on the
mound. Sycks also
struck out 179 hitters
this season.
Bultnick had a
1.49 ERA and struck
out 103 batters, she
collected a 16- 7
record and led the
teams in saves (three).
Barhorst led the
team in stolen bases,
successful 3 3 times in
34 tries.
The team collectively batted .2 5 7 and
massed 371 hits and
setting the record in
wins for a season.
Junior Julia Tamia celebrates
"This season we
after a Raider win. Tamia had four
did very well, but we hits in four games for WSU last
didn't achieve what
week in the MCC Tournament.
we wanted to. Next
year, I think we will be just
better," said Sycks.
as good as this year if not

the bottom of the
fifth for the win.
Junior Jim
Morris had an RBI,
Chris Tuttle added
an RBI on a single,
and Chris Ranstead
was credited with
an RBI after he
reached on a
fielder's choice.
Senior Casey
Sanford went seven
innings scattering
three hits and
giving up only one
earned run in the 51 victory.
Senior Matt
Bruner provided
the offense driving
in three runs in the
game for the green
and gold.
Senior Jason
Krenzke took to
the hill in the
second game and
went five innings
only
giving up only one Senior Jason Krenzke gave up
one earned run in five innings
earned run for the
pitched in Saturday's MCC game.
victory.

"It wasn't only our
pitching, our defense
played well, too," said head
coach Ron Nischwitz.
"When we hit, we win and
when we don't, we lose."
The Sunday afternoon
game turned into a pitchers duel with the Bulldogs
winning 3-1.
Butler scored their first
run in the third inning and
added another in the fifth
inning. The Raiders scored
their lone run in the
bottom of the sixth inning
but the Bulldogs added an
insurance run in the
following inning.
Aaron Phillips had a
complete game for Butler
while Chris Bedford
pitched six strong innings
of three-run baseball.
Ranstead and Josh Hart
each had a pair of hits.
The baseball team is
back in action Thursday
as they host UIC at 7 p.m.
in the first round of the
}1CC Championship. • . r

Raiders end regular season, host MCC Ch.-mpionship this week
Raiders
.recognized

By Tony Arnold
Staff Writer

Wright State (18-37)
snapped a five-game losing
streak as part of a final
regular season tune-up for
the MCC Tournament.
Wright State fell victim
to Miami 9-1 on Wednesday
and hosted Toledo in 16-5
setback on Thursday.
Wright State returned
to conference play last
weekend against Butler.
In game one on Friday,
the Bulldogs built upon a
four-run first inning to
come away with a 13-0
Victory.
The Bulldogs collected
15 hits in the route compared to a pair of hits for
the Raiders.
WSU returned to their
home field on Saturday to
sweep the doubleheader.
The Bulldogs got on the
board first with a run in ·
the top of the third inning,
but the Raiders bounced
back scoring tl}re~ rJns in
- :.---•-----------------· -------
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Academic All-District
IV Team

Michelle Demmitt, junior
Joslyn Roth, junior
AII-MCC First Team

Maria Barhorst, sophomore, OF
Kristin Bultinck, freshman, RHP
Michelle Demmitt, IF
Kim Sycks, junior, utility
Annie Divac, senior, OF
AII-MCC Newcomer
Team

Kristin Bultinck, RHP

Newcomer of the Vear

Kristin Bultinck, RHP
Coach of the Year
Sheila Nahrgang
All-Tournament Team
Kim Sycks, utility
••• --• ---• .., .,._.. -~ •-'- _.~ - - - -•• ,. _. _ _ ,_
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Raiders showcase new stadium for MCC Championship
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By Tony

Quick now, name the
favorite to win the 2000
MCC Baseball Championship this week right here in
our backyard at Nischwitz
Stadium.
"The tournamen t is wide
open this year," said head
coach Ron Nischwitz.
"There is not a team that is
that much better than the
rest."

THURSDAY GAME ONE:

o. 1 UW-Milwaukee (28-22)
vs. No. 6 Detroit (16-26), 11
a.m.
UWM , last year's MCC

tournamen t champion,
carries a roster that includes eight batters with
batting .304 or better.
The Panthers are led by Eric
Goerdit, who is hitting at a
.409 clip. The ace of the
pitching is Quintin
Oldernburg who is a perfect
5-0, while carrying a 1.89
earned run average.
The Detroit Titans
fortunes are behind the
arms of David Wampler (56) 4.61 ERA and Chris
Andrzejak (6-7) 5.14 ERA.
GAME 1WO: No. 3 Cleveland State (22-31) vs. No. 4
Butler (27-25), 3 p.m.
CSU has their version of the

HALF-PRICE

COL LEG E DAYS ~

ey

at

bash brothers with Keith
Lillash hitting .455 with 19
home runs. Jeff Haase has
gone yard 22 times while
batting .401 for the season.
Butler boasts a strong
pitching staff featuring five
players with an ERA below

5. Aaron Phillips (4-2) has
appeared in 15 games
boasting a 3.17 ERA.
GAME IBREE: No. 2 UIC
(30-24) vs. No. 5 Wright
State, (18-37) 7 p.m.
In the series back in
early April, the Raiders took
the opener before dropping
the next three games. The

SAVE$19.49
May 6, 7, 13, 14, 20, 21, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30,31 , 2000

Ever had that sharp pain
in your stomach right
before an exam, an important interview or a significant event.
You are nervous and the
butterflies in your belly are
getting to you.

(General Admission $38.99)

ARE YOU INTERESTED
INCHILDCARE?

{per srudenl)

Fantastic Value• SAVE 50%

April 15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 30;

Student Discount Admission $19.50

,n,.
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appeared in 14 games while
carrying a 5.63 ERA.
Krenzke is 1-0 with a
5.56 earned run average,
while Sanford struggled
early on before emerging as
a force the last few weeks of
the season.
The Raiders are batting
.2 5 7 as a team and are led
by Chris Tuttle with a .316
average.
"I don't think home field
is going to matter," said
Nischwitz. "It is a matter of
getting our confidence up."

The Wright State golf
team may have those
feelings later this week.
The Raiders are heading

out west to play
NCAA Regional Tournamen t
at Fresno State Thursday
through Saturday.
The golf team joins the
women's soccer team to
reach NCAA status this
year.
"We are pretty excited
about the trip. It was our
goal that we set in the fall to
make it this far and we
achieved that goal. We are
going in as an unknown,"
said head coach Fred
Jefferson.
Wright State will join a
field of teams that include:
Brigham Young, Fresno
State, New Mexico, Colorado
State, San Diego State, UTEP,
Arizona State, UNLV, Ari-

I
I

College Days

April 1s, 11, 22, 23, 29, 30; May&, 1, 13, 14,
20, 21,-, 21, 21, 29, 30, 31, 2000

Purchase up to six (6) admissions
at the reduced rate

A summer part-time provider
needed for 14 month old boy
and 5 yr. old girl for a couple
days a week and one
weekend evening in
Centerville home! Need own
transportation. $7/hr.
If interested call
Holly @ 885-1 435.

c:

Coach Fred Jefferson leads
WSU into the NCAA Regionals
this week at Fresno State.

1 vs. Loser of Game 2 (11
a.m.)
Game Five: Winner Game 1
vs. Loser of Game 3 (3 p.m.)
Game Six: Winner Game 2
vs. Winner of Game 3 (7
p.m.) The schedule for
Saturday and Sunday are
based on the number of
teams still remaining.
See bracket pg. 13

See "Golf" pg. 13

NOW HIRING!

SAVE$19 A9

DISCOUNT COUPON ($38.99 Value)
•$19.50 per ADULT (ages 7-59).
DISCOUNT COUPON ($19 50 Value}
$17.99 per CHB.D Of per SENIOR
(ages 3, 4, 5, 6. 0( lXlder 48" 60 & over).
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Game Four: Loser of Game
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Young golf squad excited for NCAA Regio
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Titans have been hot as of
late, winning l O of their last
12 games while gaining a
share of the MCC championship.
Sean McNichols carries a
.365 batting average and is
joined by five other Flames
above the .300 mark. The
pitching staff is equally
as impressive as Kevin
Ryan (2-0) 4.23 ERA, has
held opponents to a .191
batting average. Brad
Mears (3-1), 3.91 ERA has
limited batters to a .212
average.
WSU will rely heavily on
their improving defense
and pitching. Brian Stephens
recorded the lone victory
against UIC this season on
April 8 th •
"We are going to (Brian)
Stephens, Uason) Krenzke,
and (Casey) Sanford for the
pitching rotation," said
Nischwitz.
Stephens (6-3) has

f
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..4 "FIJN, CA5IIAL JD1N r
3501 North Main Street

LOOKWG FOR EMPLOYEES:
-SERVBIS
-COOKS
-HOST/HOSTESSES
Fun, casual atmosphere.

Negotiable pay. Very
flexible hours.
Benefi ts available!
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17

FRI

SAT
20

19

MON
22

SUN

21

TUE

Raider Rap

23

MCC Tournament*

BASEBALL

"The softball team did a great job this year.
Hopefully the baseball team can do well in
the MCC Tournament this week to save their
terrible season."

at NCAA West Regional
at Riverbend Golf Club
in Madera, CA

GOLF

* MCC Game

Home ames in Bold.

#1 UW-Milwaukee
Thu. 11 a.m.

MCC track results next week!

MCC Baseball
Championship

Fri. 3 p.m.

Loser of #3/#4 game

"I am glad we have a men's basketball coach like Ed
Schilling instead of one like Bobby Knight.
Schilling=class. He is building a winning program
without grabbing his players throats."
"Stan King made a good decision choosing the
better academic school."

(double elimination)

Sat. 11 a.m.

#3 Cleveland State

The Guardian 13

Thu. 3 p.m.
#4 Butler
#2 UIC

Fri. 7 p.m.

Thu. I p.m.
#6 Wright State

Sun. 1 p.m.

MCC
Champion

"Golf" continued

from losers bracket

Raider Profile

~

#15 Joslyn Roth
Junior third baseman, Softball team
Archbold, OH/ Archbold H.S.

Birthday: December
29, 1978
Major: Organizational Communications
Minor:Management
Nickname: Jos
Why you chose
WSU: "I chose it
because I liked the
fact that the professors taught most of
the classes rather
than graduate assistants and the buildings are close."
Why you chose
your number: "It
just got assigned to
me."
Favorite softball
player: Lisa
Fernandez
Favorite athlet~:
Michael Jordan
Favorite sports
team: "I don't really
have one."
Favorite port be-

sides softball: Volleyball
Favorite field: "Ohio
State - it's a nice
facility."
Favorite actor:
Tom Cruise
Favorite actress: Julia
Roberts
Favorite movie:
"Pretty Woman"
Favorite TV show:
"Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire?"
Last CD purchased:
"Double Live"
(Garth Brooks)
Favorite musician:
Garth Brooks
Favorite song:
"Amazed" (Lonestar)
Favorite desert: Hot
fudge sundae
Favorite restaurant:
Texas Roadhouse
Favorite food: Lasagna
Favorite drink:
Mountain Dew
Best book you've
read: "The Horse
Whisperer"
(Nicholas Evans)

Hobbies: "I like to
watch movies, play
sand volleyball and
hang out with my
friends."
Pet peeve: "When
people talk about doing things but never
do and when people
make excuses for
themselves."
Most memorable moment in softball:
"When we broke the
school record for wins
last year."
Most embarrassing
moment in softball:
"When I fell trying to
bunt."
Part of your game
that needs improvement: "My hitting and
catching fly balls."
Best part of your
game: "My defense."
Where do you see
yourself ten years
from now: "I would
like to be married with
kids and running my
own business."

-

zona, Oregon, Oregon State,
California, Stanford, UCLA,
Pepperdine,Southern
California, Long Beach State,
Pacific, California StateNorthridge, Idaho,
Princeton, Navy, Townson
State, Iona and MarylandBaltimore County.
"The guys are pretty
excited. We had a team
dinner Saturday and there
were a lot of pats on the
backs and good lucks. We
are a young squad, but all
the guys have played in big
tournaments before. They
feel they have something to
prove," added Jefferson.
The Raiders earned the
opportunity to compete in
the NCAA Regionals by
winning the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference
Championship two weeks
ago in Detroit.
They knocked off the
defending champion Detroit
on day two as WSU finished
with an 850.
The Titans took second
with an 856.
Sophomore Billy Day,
the MCC Championship
medalist, is averaging a

"THE ORIGINAL"
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team best 75 strokes a
round for the Raiders this
year.
Lone senior Joe Osmon
is averaging 75.4 strokes,
followed by freshman Jesse
Hutchins (75.8) and junior
Junichi Hayashi's 76-stroke
average.
Jefferson is in his 16 th
year as the Wright State golf
coach and was awarded the
MCC Coach of the Year this
year after the Raiders won
the championship.
"It has been 10 years
since our last regional
tournament. We have
worked hard to get this kind
of group together. We have
a chance to continue this
success in the years to
come, as everyone will be
back with the exception of
Joe Osmon," said Jefferson.
WSU will be playing at
the Riverbend Golf Club in
Madera, California starting
Thursday.
"We will be playing in
the morning on day one
(Thursday) and in the later
group on Friday. We will
have free time so that will
be nice and there will be no
double rounds," concluded
Jefferson.

10% .0111
ANY ORDER WITH

COLLEGE STUDENT ID!

We

DELIVER

To WSUI

~ 428-88611
We Bake Out Bread Daily
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Personal care for male
faculty in Beavercreek. $9
per hour, Early mornings 68am transportat ion
needed. Every other day, no
experience necessary. Call
775-4875
WORK WITH KIDS! HAVE
FUN! NEW HAMPSHIRE
GIRLS' CAMP SEEKS COUNSELORS: SOCCER, SOFTBALL, VOLLEYBALL, BASKETBALL, TENNIS, ART,
WATERSKI, SAILING,
SWIMMING, WSI, LIFEGUARDS, CANOEING,
WILDERNESS, GYMNASTICS, RIDING, DANCE,
CERAMICS, ARCHERY,
LACROSSE, PHOTO, YEARBOOK, ROCK CLIMBING,
ICESKATI G, PIANO,
GROUP LEADERS & MORE!
TOP SALARY/fRAVEL,
ROOM/BOARD. WICOSUTA:
1-800-846-9426 APPLY
0 LI E:
WW\ .CAMPWICOSUTA.COM
Sylvan Learning Center of
Vandalia and Piqua, accepting resumes from dynamic,
enthusiasti c teachers. Must
have teacher certificatio n,
sub-certification, or be "inprocess". Evening and day
hours available. $8/hour.
Amy Long@ (937) 8986686
HELP WANTED! Personal
Care Assistant. Steady parttime work. No experience
required. Perfect job for
students or homemake rs
looking for extra income.
Hours range from 10 to 15
per week. Wage range from
$7.50 to $11.25. Call 4271059.

Looking to earn money
next Fall, while you're
having fun and creating
excitement ?six degrees is
seeking clever student
leaders to promote our
website. Sign up now to
become a six degrees
student representa tive and
we'll send you surprises all
summer! Then we'll kick
off orientation together in
the fall. Are you ready?
Write to us now at
funandmoney@sixdegrees.com

Lifeguards. North community YMCA is hiring PT and
FT outdoor lifeguards. The
outdoor pool is located in
Union, Ohio. Must have
certificatio ns and be
reliable. Call (93 7) 8369622 for details
Bank on getting a tan this
summer working outside
\.\rith other students! Earn
up to $9-13 an hour.
Various positions available.
For informatio n or to apply
onlin~ see our website at
www.universitypainters.com
Office Assistant- Es tablished local company
looking to hire office
person. Must have good
organizatio n and computer
skills. Job offers 2 5-40
hours per week along with
flexible schedule and good
pay. Call 461-6028.
Daycare: Need somebody
to care for 2 children ages
7 and 9. Work in our home,
three to four afternoons /
evenings a week. Would
like help with homework.
Close to WSU. Own transportation. Call 429-8669.
Help Wanted! Mature,
energetic worker for downtown coffee house. 20-40
hours per week, particularly weekends.
Call 228-1948.
Research participant s
needed in a study of the
effects of alcohol on the
brain. Men between the
ages of 21 and 25 are
needed for this study. We
are looking for men who
drink heavily and men who
don't drink at all. $200
paid to each participant .
Call Dr. Wilson at 937-3277488 for more details.
PART TIME WORK. Male
students needed for
Human Factors research
project. Must be between
18 and 29 years old and US
citizen. Must have normal
color vision and normal
20/20 eyesight (glasses/
contacts OK). Location is
close to WSU. Pay is $7.50
an hour. For informatio n
call Judy at 255-3432, 8:00
am - 5:00pm M-F.
Personal Assistant needed
for mornings. Duties
include personal hygiene,
light house keeping and
other daily activities. $7.35
hr. Contact Micah x6273.
!.:..I... Jl.: •• o1,;. •• t1..,~ ..... .i·..........!I,,. . .
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Home Health Aide/Nurs es
Aide $8.00 an hour. Home
Care Network has openings
for an HHA to help a
patient in Fairborn. 1 year
experience or certificatio n
required. Part-time, flexible
hours. For more info. call
1-800-244-3974.
Immediate part-time
openings in Fairborn area
with flexible hours, including evenings and weekends,
to provide in-home service
to help people with special
needs. Starting pay is $6.50
and up depending on
experience and availability,
but no experience is required, will train. Office
phone is 1-888-449-4843,
call between hours of 10-3
or page 1-888-720-9512
and leave a message on
voice mail.
Childcare needed for 8 and
12 year old boys in our
Springboro home. Early
June-late August. Typical
hours7:30am-5:30 pm MonThurs. Some Friday's
needed. Benefits include
pool access and Kings Is.
Season pass. Drivers
license required. Call 513748-0997 or e-mail
monte@eri net.com
Serve With Energy And
Talent, 2000-2001. Give a
year of full-time service to
Dayton Youth (9-18 2000 8-31 2000). Tutor, mentor,
educate, build community
in Dayton neighborho ods.
Earn money for college.
Gain experience for life.
Seeking 24 self-motiva ted
team players. Benefits
include $ 780 monthly
living stipend, health
insurance, deferment of
student loans, $4725
education award. Application deadline 5/31/2000 .
SWEAT Americorp s (937)
229-2053. http://
W\VW. udayton.ed u/~sweat.
Appomtme nf secretary m
Fairborn small office.
Evening 5:30-9:30 pm. No
selling or cold calling
involved. Maturity, work
ethic, good phone skills,
absolute necessities. Call
Mr. Brown at 754-4494.

ThB
Guardian Classifieds

775-5535
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Support Associates
$500 Bonus after 90 days
FT float, $2 50 Bonus after
90 days PT. VOCA Corporation, providing support to
individuals with disabilities
is looking for several caring
people in our Dayton Area
Homes. Full training,
benefits and $7.00-$8.70
per hour. Call 937-2976926. EOE
Camp Willson- West Central OH-needs counselors
for co-ed residential
summer camp. Arts &
Sports coordinato rs, Trip
Leaders, equestrian staff &
child/teen counselor
positions.
Contact 1-800-423-0427
or willsonl@b rightusa.co m.

TEMP-TING IDEA! 80-90% of
companies hire a Temp/
Temp-to-Hire capacity.
Never a fee to applicants.
Currently Hiring-All shifts.
Call 431-1277 Access
Staffing (located in
Fairborn near WSU). Opportunities include: Retail,
Machine Op, Lab Tech,
Production ,
Groundske eping,Food
Demo, and more. Pay rates
starting at $7.00. Hiring
dependable persons with
good judgment. Resumes
may be faxed to (93 7) 4311279, or stop in on TUESDAYS AND THURSDAYS
during MAY FROM 2 pm - 5
pm. 2500 National Road Off Colonel Glenn Hwy.

Any Color
• Any Design

• Plain or Fancy
SAFE
D
• CLEAN • BXPERAIENCE
~ble
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Member of APT • ORIGINAL Pf!RSONAU:il!D Ol!SIGN
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Office of Stud ent Life
Commuter Services

A 6ood Evening
Commuters program will
be held on Monday,
May 22 from 5 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in the
Rike Study area.

The Guardian 15
PREGNANT?...FIRST OPTION provides Professional
Counseling for difficult
pregnancy decisions. Our
services provide accurate
information about all
options, including abortion,
parenting and adoption.
Your complimenta ry
consultation is strictly
confidential.
Call Michelle Acra, M.S.,
LPCC at (937) 427-3447.
Conveniently located at
3973 Dayton-Xenia Rd.,
Beavercreek (near Fairfield
Commons Mall).
Semen Donors Needed.
Earn $200 per specimen.
Fairfax Cryobank in Dayton, OH seeks healthy
college educated males age
18-44 to participate in a 6
month semen donor program. Call (937) 285-0083
for application.
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For Sale, 1982 Oldsmobile
Cutlass Supreme. Rear wheel
drive-99,091 original miles.
GREAT SHAPE! RUNS
GREAT!LEATHER
INTERIOR! Car lived in
California from 1982-1992.
Asking $1,200.
Contact Barbara Gamstetter
937-775-2808 (work) or
barbara.gamstetter@wright.edu

FORD PROBE LX V-6, great
sports car, excellent, silver,
loaded, automatic, extra
large spoiler, sun roof,
roomy, garaged, bargain!
$3,300 79 KM 434-3097.

Grab

The

Guardian

Spring Break Specials!
Bahamas Party cruise five
days $279! Include Meals!
Awesome beaches, night
life! Cancun & Jamaica 7
Nights From $399! Florida
$l29www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Walking Distance to WSU 2
BR OFF Campus Forest
Lane. 937-879-5184.
Looking for a place to live?
www.housing 10 I .net...
Your move off campus!
Search for apartments.
Free roommate sublet
listings.

House to Share Near WSU
Nutter Center. 2 rooms w/
full bath, $75-100 a week
in exchange for childcare,
and some house care. For
more info. call: 937-8790328 or 470-5002.

CIMARRON WOODS-Walk
to Campus. Fireplaces,
washer/dryer furnished,
fully equipped kitchens,
central heat/air, storage
sheds. No application fee.
Office: 1396 Cimarron.
(937) 320-1355.

CONSIDERING ABORTION?
Information on a woman's
choices. Your health and
safety are important to us.
Free pregnancy testing and
medical exams. Call Miami
Valley Women's Center
298-2822.

I'<Zr -kZr zg &:

~1:: 4:w s

$FUNDRAISER$
Open to student groups
and organizations . Earn $ 5
per MC app.We supply all
materials at no cost. Call
for info or visit our
website.
1-800-932-0528 x65
www.ocmconcepts.com
Fraternities-S ororitiesClubs-Studen t Groups
Student Organization s:
Earn $1000-$2000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfund raiser.com
three-hour fundraising
event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call
today! Contact
Campusfund raiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS.
Private practice
Low Fees- Prompt
Appointment s.
WOMEN'S MED CENTER
2 9 3 - 3 91 7
www.womenmedservices.com

classifieds
Your best bet.
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Looking for aplace to have your wedding
reception, banquet, conference, dance, or
business meeting? The Nutter Center Berry
Room is an ideal location for your next event.
UTTER CENTER Call 775-3670 to talk with an event coordinator
WRIGHT STATE UNIVEI\SITI and find out more information.

~

Mortgage Banking

NATIONAL LENDER DESIRES MOTIVATED
INDIVIDUALS TO ESTABLISH THEIR OWN BASE
TO ORIGINATE FHA/VA AND CONVENTIONAL
LOANS. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. WE WILL
TRAIN THE RIGHT INDIVIDUAL. MOST POSSESS
EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND A
STRONG DESIRE TO SUCCEED. WE OFFER AN
EXCELLENT BENEFIT PACKAGE INCLUDING
401 KAND PROFIT SHARING. FOR MORE
INFORMATION, CALL OUR OFFICE AT 454-5550
BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8:30 TO 5:00 OR FAX
YOUR RESUME TO 454-1649. AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.

Here's Whv... .

Ra.ll~iidos

· 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments
& townhomes from $430
· More affordable than dorms!
· Close to WSU Campus
· Private patios & balconies
· Mini-blinds
· Laundry facilities
· PJanned social activities
· Clubhouse, pool, sundeck
and sand volleyball
· Park setting

CCL refre e Livi ng.!
C¥ublz ouse &

.Pool
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